Abstract. Positron emission tomography (PET) has been widely used in early diagnosis of tumors. Though standardized uptake value (SUV) is a common diagnosis index for PET, it will be affected by the size of the tumor. To explore how the tumor size affects imaging diagnosis index, dynamic PET images were simulated to study the relationship between tumor size and the imaging diagnosis index. It was found that the SUV of the region of the tumor varied with scan time, and the SUV was always lower than the true value of tumor. Even more deviations were found in SUV with a reduced tumor size. The diagnosis index SUV max was more reliable than SUV, for it declined only when the volume of tumor was less than 3 mm 3 . Therefore, the effect of tumor size on the SUV and SUV max that are used as diagnosis indices in the early diagnosis of tumors should not be neglected.
Introduction
As one of the most serious threats to life health, cancer is the second leading cause of death in developing countries. The number of people who are diagnosed with cancer and the mortality rates of people diagnosed with malignant tumor are still increasing in recent years [1, 2] . It was reported that lung cancer was the leading cause of death in all the common cancer registries [3, 4] , and its mortality rate increased substantially in the past three years. Although there are some methods of oncologic treatment on clinical therapies, such as radiation, chemotherapy and surgery, it is still hard to improve the survival rate of lung cancer because of late diagnosis [5, 6] . Therefore, early diagnosis is important to improve treatment and the survival rate of patients with lung cancer [7, 8] . Imaging diagnosis [9] as well as identification of molecular biomarkers [10] [11] [12] have been used as two main methods in the studies of early diagnosis for lung cancer.
In terms of imaging diagnosis, positron emission tomography (PET) is the function imaging technology that can provide metabolism information of tissues by using a radioactive tracer [13] . Moreover, it is an important tool for staging, prognosis, evaluation of treatment, and, especially, for early diagnosis [14, 15] . A tumor usually has a higher metabolic rate, so it can be recognized easily by using PET. Besides the visual cancer imaging, PET can also provide some detection indices for diagnosis, treatment, such as total lesion glycolysis (TLG), standardized uptake value (SUV), and maximum standardized uptake value (SUV max ) [16] .
SUV, which is widely used in the study of cancer, is a semi-quantitative measurement of radioactivity concentration [17] . SUV describes the ratio between the radioactive substances uptake of the lesion and the average uptake of the whole body [18] . SUV and SUV max are different expressions of SUV. SUV refers to the mean SUV of the region of interest (ROI), while SUV max is the maximal SUV in the ROI. SUV and SUV max are often used as detection indices for early diagnosis of lung cancer. In order to study the different lung tumors and different study demands, researchers often choose different SUV value. Juhász et al. evaluated metabolic ratio and tracer transport of non-small cell lung cancers by using SUV [19] . Koh et al. studied the relationship between SUV and disease-free survival (DFS) and the relationship between SUV and overall survival (OS). DFS and OS are both evaluation indicators of the prognostic impact of the lung tumor patients receiving chemotherapy after surgery [20] . In Alessandro's study of solitary pulmonary nodule tumor, SUV max was used to find significant difference or correlation [21] . Mehta also used SUV max to study the research about the patients with non-smallcell lung cancer [16] . In MI B's research [22] , SUV=2.5 is used as a threshold value to differentiate benign and malignant lesions. In addition, SUV max of normal lung ranges from 1.0 to 1.5, which can be used as the threshold value to differentiate the normal lung tumor from lung tissue [23] . Thus, SUV and SUV max were both studied in this paper as detection indices for early diagnosis of lung cancer.
The SUV is impacted by many factors, such as blood glucose, partial volume effect, body situation, time after injection, and tumor sizes [24] .
Although the size of tumor is also an important aspect for SUV calculation and may even cause false negative results, the relationship between the tumor size and the SUV is difficult to study in clinics. Therefore, a mathematical model and simulated PET images were used to study their relationship. The study may be helpful to the imaging diagnosis of lung cancer, and even to that of small size tumors.
Methods
In order to study the relationship between tumor size and SUV, simulated PET images based on the model were used. First, the chest model with different sizes of tumor was established based on visible human project (VHP) data. Then the dynamic metabolic information was simulated with the metabolic model of tissues, including tumor. And then the dynamic PET images were simulated by mapping techniques. Finally, the SUV and SUV max were calculated within the region of interest (ROI) from simulated images. The SUV values from different chest models were compared in term of the sizes of tumor.
Chest model
The chest model was established based on the VHP datasets. VHP provides detailed anatomical information of the human body and it has been widely used in medical imaging segmentation, reconstruction and 3D visualization [25] . The chest model showed in Figure 1 simplifies the chest of the human body through treating some tissues as air, such as fat and the bone of the chest. Lung tumors with eight different sizes were placed in one side of the lung. Each size was tested individually. The chest models using different sizes of tumor are the foundation of the following study.
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Simulated PET images
TTACs of tissues contain function information of tissues metabolism. VHP provides the detailed anatomical information of the human body. The simulation of PET images combines function information with the anatomical information of the human body. Therefore, the PET images were simulated by using TTACs and VHP.
The method that combines TTACs and VHP data sets is the mapping technique proposed by Cui [33] . Firstly, radioactivity values of tissues at specific time points were extracted by sampling the simulated TTACs. Secondly, these radioactivity values were assigned to the corresponding tissues of the VHP datasets at every time point.
The different sizes of the lung tumors in the simulation are set to 0.5 mm 3 , 1 mm 3 , 2 mm 3 , 3 mm 3 , 5 mm 3 , 1 cm 3 , 2 cm 3 , and 3 cm 3 . The resolution of VHP datasets is 0.33 mm*0.33 mm*1 mm. According to the resolution, the number of lung tumor pixels was calculated. Clinical PET images are commonly datasets with 128*128 pixels in every cross section. However, every layer of VHP datasets has 1760*1024 pixels. In order to keep the proportion of tissues and simulate the partial volume effect, the sample of simulated datasets was dropped by using an average. After dropping the sample of datasets, the final number of pixels in every cross section is 220*128. Then the chest models with tumor and dynamic metabolic information were obtained.
Calculation of SUV
SUV (Eq. (1)) represents the ratio of FDG concentration in tissue activity to the injected dose in every kilogram body weight. The SUV is calculated as:
SUV max is calculated by using the maximum value of tissue activity instead of the average value of tissue activity. The denominator of the Eq. (1) was estimated as 288.566 MBq/kg, according to a report of Stefani et al. [19] . Tissue activity was obtained by selecting ROI manually from the established chest model. Finally, values of SUV and SUV max were calculated by these values and equation.
Results

Dynamic PET image simulations
The concentration of FDG in each tissue could be described by TTACs, which were simulated with three-compartment model. The simulated TTACs of myocardium, lung, lung tumor, and skeletal muscle, as well as the standard input curve, are shown in Figure 3 . The TTACs show the characters of the metabolism in these four tissues. The difference in metabolism could be used as the basis for the dynamic images segmentation.
Dynamic PET images were simulated by mapping with simulated TTACs. Eight sets of dynamic images were simulated. Various tumor size (from 0.5 mm 3 to 3 cm 3 ) were included in these eight simulated dynamic images. The dynamic imaging sequences consisted of eight 1-min frames, and nine 5-min frames, totaling 17 frames. Some of the simulated images are shown in Figure 4 .
The analysis of the simulated dynamic images
The region of interest, including tumor, were identified on the simulated dynamic images. On this basis, SUV and SUV max of the lung tumors were calculated according to Eq. (1). Figures 5 and 6 show SUV and SUV max , separately.
Both SUV and SUV max change along with the time going. In the clinical study, values at 50 min are the most common used in the diagnosis of tumor. There are differences between changes in SUV and 
Discussion
SUV and SUV max were studied based on simulated dynamic PET images. It has been certified that SUV max is preferred to SUV in tumor diagnosis, as Alessandro et al. [21] reported. The SUV will be affected by the size of the tumor. The effect of tumor sizes was studied by simulating PET images with different sizes tumors. Results of the study show that SUV values change with ongoing monitoring time. 50 min is the common used time point in the related studies. Because the difference in the tissues is obvious, radioactive concentration of normal tissues tend to be stable at 50 min. However, FDG uptake in the tumor increased over time. SUV can reflect that distribution of the radioactive tracer. Therefore, SUV values at 50 min were selected to analyze the effect of tumor sizes quantitatively.
Compared with the existing studies, this study focused on the effect of tumor size on diagnosis by using simulated dynamic PET images. Figures 5 and 6 show the relationship between SUV, SUV max and different tumor sizes, respectively. Figure 5 shows that SUV values increase as time increases. In the simulation study, the SUV values of tumor were lower than the original values for the reason of partial volume effect. SUV values reduce along with the tumor size decreased. In the reference, SUV=2.5 is generally used as a threshold to differentiate benign and malignant lesions. In Figure 5 , tumor with sizes ＜5 mm 3 have SUV values less than 2.5. In other words, the tumor whose size less than 5 mm 3 cannot be diagnosed as malignant tumor. Diagnosis of tumor with sizes ＜ 5 mm 3 may cause false negative results in the identification of benign and malignant lesions and may result in an inappropriate treatment. SUV max values of normal lung range from 1.0 to 1.5, which are used as a threshold to differentiate the normal lung tumor from lung tissue. As can be seen in Figure 6 , SUV max values of the tumor with sizes ＞2 mm 3 are equal to original SUV max of tumor. Tumors with sizes＜2 mm 3 have SUV values less than 1.5. In other words, the tumor whose sizes less than 2 mm 3 cannot be diagnosed as the tumor. Such results may cause false negative result in the diagnosis of a tumor. The thresholds of study can provide a significant reference for the clinical diagnosis and treatment.
In the clinical study, PET images are affected by noises which were not added in the simulation study. In addition, ROIs were selected manually which caused an error inevitably. These two factors affect the SUV to a certain extent. In a future study, these factors will be studied by adding in the simulated PET images.
Conclusion
Though SUV is the useful index for tumor diagnosis in PET imaging, it has some limitations. Through the simulation study, tumor size affects the SUV. Tumors whose size is less than 2 mm 3 have a SUV max value of less than 1.5, which lead to a false negative diagnosis of tumor. Tumors, whose size is less than 5 mm 3 have a SUV value less than 2.5, which affect the grade of the tumor. Compared with SUV, SUV max is better than SUV in the aspect of minimizing the partial volume effect. When tumor size is less than 2 mm 3 , the tumor cannot be diagnosed and evaluated correctly by either SUV or SUV max .
